
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
PILOT PROJECT 

MICRO-CREDIT ACCESS FOR WOMEN AFFECTED BY HIV 
 
In many developing countries, the most disfavored people are also those who are mostly 
affected by infectious diseases. In Haiti, the prevalence rate of HIV in the urban 
population around 10% or 20%, where 52% of the population is living under the 
threshold of absolute poverty with less than $2 per day. All strategies directed towards 
the fight against AIDS can hope to be effective so that the poverty factor will be taken 
into account.  
 
Since 2005, the Rodolphe Mérieux Foundation supports a micro-credit program in Haiti 
that takes part in validating a multi-factorial approach to the fight against AIDS, and 
more considerably to helping development. This initiative aims to improve the fate of 
affected women, who for reasons of poverty, violence and sexual discrimination, find 
themselves at the center of the epidemic. 
 
An innovative pilot project: healthcare and micro-credit 
 
In the context of a pilot plan and managed in partnership with the GHESKIO Center and 
the ACME association, 100 patients affected by HIV have benefited from a global 
rehabilitation and insertion offer: diagnosis; care and medical follow-up; information – 
training – advice ; access to micro credit. 
 
The selected people are all women without debt are accompanied by a tutor (a member of 
the family, close friend, neighbor) who assures daily follow-up with ARV treatments, 
assists the commercial/sales activities, and assists in case of the unavailability or 
impossibility of reimbursement.  
 
A single loan between 30 € and 500 € is proposed, reimbursable in 6 monthly payments 
with one free month and avec a fixed 2% interest rate per month, permits beneficiaries to 
start various commercial activities (selling clothes, food products, hardware goods, 
cloths, warm food, etc.)    
 
Encouraging first results 
 
92 out of 100 women have effectively participated in the training. 77 participants have 
benefited from the credit and more than 40 women were able to renew it once or more. 



 
A study had been conducted from May to July 2006 to evaluate the impact of the micro-
credits attribution on the beneficiary women according to three types of indicators : 
economical (the capacity to live on their own, to pay for their childrens’ schooling, to 
generate commercial activity…), social (the integration and relations with their family 
and neighborhood, the capacity to recruit other micro-credit beneficiaries), et medical 
(state of health, clinic consultation and adherence to the AVR treatment). 
 
 
The report is positive and we notably follow: 

1. a good adhesion to the treatments (96%) ; 
2. the generation of sustainable sources of revenue and an improvement of the 

quality of live: 95% were able to buy food, 92% bought new clothes and 40% 
have the possibility to pay their rent (in comparison to 46%, 3% and 23% 
respectively for the control group); 

3. a reduction of the discrimination/ stigmatization phenomenon : 76% feel more 
autonomous, 92% affirming to be accepted in their surroundings. 

 
New steps in Haiti and elsewhere 
 
The principle of integrated services and the micro-credit methodology revolutionizes the 
way of thinking to help the development of international cooperation programs. Avoiding 
the obstacles of assistance and dependence, this program stimulates productive activity 
and autonomous capacity for the beneficiaries who find they have the same hope and 
dignity facing the disease and the destitution. 
 
On the basis of the results obtained, the partners have agreed to enlarge the program to 
200 patients this year. The Rodolphe Mérieux Foundation wishes to repeat this model 
elsewhere through new local partners.  
 
Contact : Jean-Louis Machuron, Project Manager –Email : jlmachuron@wanadoo.fr 
 


